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material, but I have no means of testing the truth of that statement. What is quite clear with regard to the Indian recruit at any rate is that his position will no longer be incontestable or incomparable There will be in every part of India, except Burma, large numbers of persons in other services, and often in inferior services, who have demonstrated then-superiority to members of the I.C.S. in open competition. There will be large numbers of officers in the I.C.S. who have either never demonstrated their superiority at all or have demonstrated their distinct inferiority. In these circumstances, it will be difficult to maintain the prestige of the I.C.S. or to justify the wide gulf which separates that service from others in the matter of emoluments, privileges and conditions of service.
50. Before passing from' the Indian Civil Service I desire to mention one entirely unconnected matter which has come under my observation. Unlike other Government servants the Indian Civil servant has a wide choice as to the date at which he may retire and earn a full pension. He may retire after 25 years or remain for 35 years. Put roughly in terms of age he may retire at about 50 or at about 60. Few serve the full 35 years though there appears to be for many reasons an increasing tendency to serve either the minimum or maximum time. In the English civil service the rule is that a servant may be required to retire at 60 and must retire at 65 except in very exceptional circumstances. Many officers are required to retire at 60 and in some offices it is practically the rule. The requirement involves not the slightest reflection on the efficiency or competence of the officer. It is often made merely on the ground that it is desirable to accelerate promotions. The Indian Civil Service like all other services contains officers whose efficiency is doubtful and who cannot with safety be appointed to posts of major responsibility. It also contains officers who whatever their earlier efficiency may have been, lose that efficiency as their years advance, I tMrik it is a matter of imperative importance that machinery should exist whereby .officers of this kind can be retired at an age at any rate earlier than 60, and retired without -the -difficulties and unpleasantness which attach to the formulation of definite charges of incompetence or misconduct. Personally, I should like the point at which the machinery should come into operation to be the point at which the officer has earned his full pension, but I *H?n1r much would be gained even if the point were put a few years later. Promotion in some provinces is from time to time deplorably blocked ; and I think the change I have suggested would be greatly facilitated, i£ it were recognised that an officer might be required to retire to relieve a block in promotion. Generally I should like to adopt the English system I have mentioned with the substitution of the ages of 55 and 60 for the ages of 60 and 65. It would of course be necessary in the adoption of any new rule to consider the vested rights of those already in the service. I am convinced, however, that the necessity of such, a rule will as the years pass be increasingly revealed. '
axis-india services.
51. The other All-India services with which the Commission have been mainly concerned are the Police Service and the Forest Service. The Engineering Service (so far as it is not provincialised) is tinder reconstruction so far as recruitment is concerned, and the Indian Medical (Civil) has lately been the subject of a decision with which the Public Service Commission were not concerned.
In the case both of the Police Service and the Forest Service it is very noticeable that the same phenomena occur as in the case of the Indian Civil Service, namely, that it is impossible to say that the Imperial branches of the service attract better candidates than the Provincial branches. Both the Police Service and the Forest Service suffer from a defictency of Indian candidates. These phenomena are very
 disquieting; and the solution in each case must be particular and not general. It is only after a very careful study of the facts in each case that it will be possible to find a remedy. I think that study must be undertaken by the Public Service Commission in close co-operation with the authorities most directly responsible for the Police and the Forests, respectively. Those who have an ultimate responsibility for these services have little direct knowledge and I do not think their intervention is apt to throw much light on the situation. For the present I am not prepared to propose a solution.
provincial services.
52.	I % desire to say nothing as to' these beyond
what I say .when dealing with methods of recruitment
and local service Commissions.
methods of recruitment.
53.	There is no ideal method of recruitment for
the public service and no adequate method of testing
whether a system of recruitment is successful or
not.   The best system breaks down if the material
is bad, and the results of a system do not manifest
themselves fully for twenty or thirty years.   Recruit
ment in fact must necessarily be a gamble 'since it
is impossible with any scientific accuracy to deter
mine whether a young  ma-n in his early twenties
will prove to be a successful public servant hi his
forties.   Whatever system is adopted failures are
inevitable.   Up  to   1914  the Indian Civil  Service
was   recruited   probably   from   the   best   material
available ill the British Empire and by methods
devised with infinite care.   A very experienced and
senior Indian Civil Servant investigated the service
of 200 Indian Civil Servants with whose careers and
personalities he was well acquainted.    He classified
them as follows :—
Brilliant men who would have made
a name anywhere   ..         ..        ..    11 per cent.
Good men who would have worked
up  to   managing  big  businesses,
made good practices at the bar,
and so on	..         ..         ..   52 per cent.
Men who would have worried and made their places but never gone far     ..         ..         .-         •-         ..   25 per cent.
Bad bargains, men whom the service
would have been better without .. 11 per cent. Such an estimate must necessarily be personal, and other observers might arrive at different conclusions. The fact that over one-third of the persons appointed were comparatively failures in my opinion shows not that the system of selection was bad, but that whatever, the system and however good the material from which a choice is to be made, a considerable percentage of partial or complete •failures is inevitable.
54.	A system of recruitment is apt to be judged
not by its- successes but by its more glaring failures,
and it is on this account that public opinion becomes
critical of the existing system as soon as it has had
•time to forget the difficulties and failures of the
system which preceded it.   At the present time and
for some years past there has been a pronounced
reaction from the belief in competitive nTamitiatkw
which is the system which has prevailed for many
years.
For practical purposes t3*e main controversy over recruitment is as to the respective advantages of recruitment by selection and recruitment oy nramma-tions. In between tfcese alternatives He several systems of recruitment in which both selection and examination are combined.
55.	I have had an unusual opi>ortomty of com
paring  the  merits  of  selection and fgrammation,
because white I served in the Home Civfl Service,
which is predominantly recttiited  by competitive-
examination, the office ia which I served was re^
cruited almost entirely by selection.   The general
conclusion a* which I striked in England was tfcat
selection practised accoixffag to

